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Since presenting my preliminary paper- on this subject in 
1911. I have had numerous enquiries for further elucidation of 
some points regarding the derivation of formula, which, ap
parently. had not been dealt with in Ilufficient detail. Such a 
r~l1lt was almost inevitable in dealing with so wide a subject 
in such limited space; and it is difficult to condense in one 
place and omit matter in another without sometimes obscur
ing one's view-point and vista. I, therefore, intend commenc
ing with an explanation which will, I hope, render the subject 
matter of the preliminary paper more complete and intelligible. 
This is rendered more easy from the enquiries received, especi
ally from Professor Chapman, of Adelaide University, and Mr. 
Gilo. Pank, formerly my assistant in that city, who made many 
observations of flood-flow for me. 

DERIVATION OF FORHULA. 

(1) Other things being equal, the greater the average lengtb 
of catchment the greater will be the intensity of losses, by vir
tue of each particle of water baving to traverse a greate~ 
length of RUrface. That is, the average intensity of losses will 
vary directly as the average length of catchment, and the aver
age intensity of run-off will vary inversely as the aver-

1 . 
age length of catchment. or as ¥ A 

The average length of catchment bas been taken as v~ 
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This makes all shapes equivalent to a square, and, 
hereas oblong catchments would naturally have a reduced aver

age intensity, yet being longer the flow would take longer to 
come down. and a more protracted storm might correspondingly 
increase the volume i also the narrower the catchment the sooner 
will storm water arrive at the main channel, hence the less the 
1 and the greater the proportionate volume, and quicker 
the uelivery at outlet relatively. Therefore the above value has 
been retained. 

(2) Other things being equal, the inten ity of losse will 
be 1 hen the velocity i greater i for the quicker the flow the 
I opportunity is there for ab orption. That is, the average 
intensity of run-off will vary as the velocity; and. other things 
being equal, the velocity will be governed by the hydrauJill 
depth. Now the average hydraulic depth may clearly be re
pr nteu h~' .the average inten ity of run-off, which it h8.~ 

1 
been shown varie as vA' Thf'refore, since the velocity 

. / 1 
varies as the square root of hydraulic depth 'V the 

A 6 

run-off varies as v' Ct _ or as ~ 
-IT Ai 

(3) Now as to effect of gradient. A ume a mall catch
ment surrounded by hills say 1,000 feet in height, or any height. 
Then imagine another catchment, very large, urrounded by 
equally high hill , or mountain range or plateau, the lope of 
catchment being uniformly gradual in each case. It i clear 
the gradient will vary inversely as the average radius or as 

1 
• previously shown, the proportionate run-otf will 

A 
vary as the velocity, and other things being equal. the velocity 
will vary as the square root of the gradient or V -8 -, where 

C,." vari 

M~ 
Al 

1 
as - . Therefore. run-off vari 

A' 

(4) Further, the co-efficient of run-off" c" for variou 
soils, though generally umed at the same value for the same 

it for large and small areas, should trictJy vary in orne way 
with the area of catchment. For. if .. c," represen the in
ten ity of absorption of a soil, A the area of catchment. X the 
area which may be con idered as surface- den (impervious) 
before maximum iDteD ity of rainfall is experienced, then the 
1 for catchment may be representecl by c. (A - X), and 
th ., f hIe. (A-X) e average mten 1ty 0 suc per acre - A 

Therefore the iDtensity of ron-otf, which equals unity when 



110 losses occur, will become, when these 
1 _ c. (A-X) = 1 _ c. + c. X 

A A 

are considered, 

That is, the co-

.e1Bcient of run-off "c" will vary between unity when X = A 
and 1 - o. when A is large relative to X. This latter is 
the value usually assigned "c" in formulae, which must be 
too great for moderate areas. The exponent of A usually 
adopted counteracts this defect to some extent. 

(5) Further, the flood-flow depends directly on the rain
fall "r" and the area A. 

(6) Therefore, the volume of flow may be expressed by 

oQ= (c. + c.) rA = 11 _ c.(A-X) I r~ = I} _ c.{A-X) I rAI 
Al A AI 1 A 

erA = -- = cr AI 
Ai 

'Which is the fundamental fonnula given in preliminary paper.· 
From what has been shown, it will be Reen that the values 

ordinarily assigned to "c" are made to vary with the nature 
of the soil. More correctly, such values should be determined 
according to judgment, having due regard also to the area af
fected. One formula has already been suggested to enable this 
to be approximated j but, where the fonnulae Q = }'67 erA f 
-or 1-11 C RI A fare ' adopted. it is thought safe results will 
be obtained without the necessity of determining constants on 
insufficient data. They really apply to grassed areas or virgin 
.country. 

(7) The average intensity of rainfall must vary between 
infinity ma.:<immn for smallest area and a small fractional mini
mum. though not infinitely small (as all catchment areas are fi
nite) for largest area. For, the recording of a single drop would 
be instanter, giving maximum intensity, which is infinitely great, 
as the record is instantaneous; and for very large areas the 
average intensity diminishes c~nstantly as the area increases, 

110 that, in the limit, it might even be considered infinitely 
fJJJlall. But as such area as that covered by a single drop is of 
no consequence. 0 far as provision for run-off is concerned. it 
is sufficient to take into consideration the maximum intensity 
recorded for such an interval of time, as will be sufficient to 
affect the design of drains. For such purposes the smallest areas 
JDay be subject to an intensity of rainfall for 10 minutes even up 
to three times the maximum aetna} fall in an hour. Such visita
tions are usually very rare, and would be classed as phenome
nal; but an intensity of IV:! times to twice the maximum actual 
faU in an hour should be provided for in the case of very 
fJJJl811 areas, decreasing to an intensity of the actual fall in an 

• ~ ,dM7 Unlytl'lli&r IEIIII-.tnallocl-". Vol. : ... 1.. 1.11. 
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hour for larger catchment, because the intensity of rainfall 
for say 10 minutes exceeds the actual fall in an hour 
by aa much. The maximum rate of flood discharge for any 
given rainfall may, however, be calculated by the formula, which 
suitably reduc average intensity according to the area. Ac
cording to the purpose for which the rate of flow is required, 
one or other value of maximum rate of rainfall should be em
ployed. For instance, roofs of important buildings, with box 
ruttera, should be designed for the absolute maximum rate re
corded for the locality. Of course, cloud-bursts and water
spou are excepted. In the case of drainage schemes the adop
tion of such a high rate would increase their cost enormously, 
and be out of all proportion to the problematic damage such 
visitations would cause, and to the financial position of the au
thority. For these reasons, municipalities and other authori
ties are only expected legally to provide for a fair maximum 
intensity of rainfall. The determination of this limit is often 
the cau e of considerable litigation, and the law court is the
only tribunal which can authoritatively fix it. In Sydney a 
rate of 4 inches per hour is now accepted as the fair maximum. 
But here a warning is necessary. The maximum rate of rain
fall mentioned is to be used as the basis of calculation, and 
from it mu t be determined the percentage of run-off, accord
ing to the extent of catchment and nature of soil. The
determination of this average rate for any catchment can never 
be settled to the entire satisfaction of all experts; and the wit
n -box bears eloquent testimony year in and year out of the
conflicting opinions of able men in thi respect. 

Some attempt to calculate the time taken for storm water 
to Bow off the catchment from the farthest boundary, and then 
hunt up the meteorological records for the maximum precipita
tion for uch period, and adopt it in the calculation after as
signing a factor to cover absorption, retention and evapora
tion. This method at first sight appears logical, but, as has 
been previously mentioned, absorption, retention and evapora
tion will be greatly reduced by the surface saturatior. of the 

n prior to the occurance of the maximum rate. I have known 
c where experts have assigned values of .3, .4 and .5 to 
thi co-efficient of run-off for the same catchment, making the 
flow vary by 70 per cent. One reason for this is that one ex
pert attempt to judge the run-off by a knowledge of the soil 
of the catchment. another by his knowledge of the formula. In 
a case within my knowledge the first storm over the catchment 
could be relied upon to bring down top flood in 12 hours, but 
a ond torm soon after would bring it down in hours. 
Withont this knowledge. how can anyone possibly say or deter
mine the period of flow T Apart altogether from the fact that 
the longer period of flow enables a protracted storm to supple
ment the flood volume. while quicker Bow reduces 1 , it is a 
nice point to determine which will produce the higher flood. Then 
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what becomes of the time limit, and who can dogmatise as to 
which one should be attempted f For my own part, I do not 
believe any man can, with confidence, assign a co-efficient by 
observation of the nature of a catchment simply. The gaug
ing of the run-off from similar country should, however, per
mit this to be done. fOJ' even the time of run-oft' is affected 
very considerably by the intensity of rainfall as well as by the 
slopes. Having made such gaugings and checked them by for
mulae, one can adopt that formula which gives the most re
liable results. This I have done. and have put forward the 
formula previously mentioned as in my opinion the best. It 
has its admitted limitations, vide first paper. It may not be 
applicable to the Sahara; but · the results obtained by it in the 
case of all the catchments referred to in my previous paper 
are in no case low. or in any case unduly high, and this with
out the necessity of assigning a problematical value to "c." 

(8) The maximum total rainfall for one hour must ne
cessarily include drift. At the commen('ement of a storm the 
intensity of rainfall may be light, working up to a maximum 
and then gradually diminish, as if the rain cloud remained 
stationary, and the precipitation of its contents gradually ex
hausted its charge at a diminishing rate, according to its re
duced state of saturation. This might give maximum results for 
"mall catchments, but would not necessarily prodlWe 
a maximum fall for say one hour. It is, however, sug
gested that the rain cloud becomes reinforced by the arrival of 
fresh supplies, presumably the advent of other rain clouds. 
This drift, where the clond envelope drifts, precipitates its 
content.'! over the whole area affected with greater uniformity 
of total fall. 

(9) It has also been suggested that small areas should be 
calculated on the ten minutes' basis and larger ones on the 
h"urly Lasis. This I entirely agree with, for it simply meaDE 
that the larger the area the less the average maximum rate 
should Le; and the formula, although based on the rainfall for 
ten minutes. provides by the slope of curve for reduced effect! 
as the area increases. It must. however, be understood that 
the adoption of any unit intensity, as measured over any par
ticular period of time, is simply a matter of convenience, and 
would be governed by the records available. That is. on thE' 

ten minutes' basis, the formula is Q = }-l,71 erA t, on the 

hourly basis, Q = 1'671 C r A' x 1'5 = 2·367 C r AI, on thE' 

yearly basis, Q = 1-11 C Ri A;, or the logarithmic formula 
could be used. It most, however, be remembered that the in 
tensity of rainfall for ten minutes win tax branch drains most, 
whilst the rainfall in an hour will tax the main drains most, 
except when the whole system is smalL 

• 
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SCOPE Ut' !<'OBM ULA. 

(10) It has been asked, "Does the formula apply to all 
kinds of catchments'" 

My reply is that it may be safely applied to all kinds of 
catchments, IlDd it is believed that the waterway based thereon 
will be ample j but the fonnula is suggested only for approxi
mating the size ot waterway, not the volume of water which 
can be stored. Indeed, I am aware of catchments, on the Upper 

urray and elsewhere, the flood discharge from which is trifl
ing compared with their extent. In some of these cases the 

ater even passes underground .for orne distance, emerging 
again in the form of a stream or river miles below. Other in-
8tances might be cited where the discharge from catchments 
of comparable size, and divided by a range of high hills, moun
tain8 or tablelalDd, is widely different in volume. It will, how
ever, be generally found in such cases that the nature of rain
fall-value of C and most likely R-is as widely different. But 
let me ilustrate the case by pointing out similar difficulties in 
connection with the design of retaining walls. Here text-books 
and competent authorities have assigned definite values to the 
angle of repose of various soils, for guidance in design j yet 
what engineer can say by examining the formation of the face 
of a bank what its angle of repose is' Or can he assess with
in 10 per cent. the average weight per cubic foot under condi
tions which might obtain when failure would occur' We know 
he can only do so approximately, and that the design must make 
liberal provision for such uncertainty. That is, the engineer, 
after inapecting and testing formation, can usually assign values 
to natural lope and weight which will be safe, On the high side. 
At any rate, he will be wise to do so. If all the elements . be 
definitely known, then tables will give the required dimensiona 
accurately without the exercise of judgment. 

Similarly, I say that where all the elements which enter 
into the qu ion of flood discharge are known for the whole 
catchment, no formula is needed, and a few figures will suf
fice to determine the run-off and waterway required j but in 
the absence of such data, equal provision should be made for 
all catchments where values of A. R and C are considered com
parable. teep catchments are more frequently liable to high 
fioods than fiat ones. but not necessarily to greater floods; also 
amall catchments are more frequently subject to high floods 
than large catchments. But maximum provision should be made 
in all c for in small catchments frequent floods are a men
ace to busin operations and commerce, while in large catch
tbf'nta the huge flood volume, though experienced at longer in
tervals, may ca more widespread national 1 by inundating 
large tracts of country. destroying farmitlg and agricUl
tural lands, flocks, mean of communication, transport, etc. 
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McMATH'S FORMULA: EXPLANATION AND ApPLICATION. 

I have elsewhere referred to McMath's and Burkli Ziegler's 
formulae, and the following by Allen Hazen fully explains 
McMath's formula and its application:-

"McMath's formula for determining maximum quantity of 

rainwater to be removed by a sewer, is Q = C ,. A. ~t, in 
which Q is the quantity in cubic feet per second, •• c" is the 
proportion of rainfall that will reach sewers i that is, it makes al
lowance for 10 by evaporation, absorption and retention. Its 
value for any locality is a matter of judgment, taking into con
sideration the seasop at which the heaviest rainfall occurs i the 
condition of the surface, paved or naked; the soil, porous or 
impermeable; the kind of ground, whether urban or subur
ban, park or lawn. For St. Louis the proportion is three-fourths 
of the rainfall; •• r" is the number of cubic feet of water fall
ing upon an acre of surface per second during the greatest in
tensity of rain, and practically it is the same as the rate of rain
fall in inches per hour. For St. Louis, "r" is taken as 2.75; 
.. s" is the mean surface grade in feet in a thousand; A is the 
area in acres. 

"The surface slope "s" is taken by McMath for St. Louis 
at 0,015. No precise rule for determining the value of "s" 
has been given, and uncertainty of this cktermination is om 
of the most t",satisfactory matters connected with the use of 
this formula. Fortunately, considerable variation in "s" makes 
only a relatively small difference in the amount of discharge, 
80 that a roughly approximate value of "s" is sufficient . 

•• The proportion •• c " of water reaching the sewers has been 
frequently discussed. Perhaps as accurate results as any may 
be obtained by taking ,. c " = 0.90 for all areas covered by roofs 
and impervious, or nearly impervious, pavings; and "c" -
0.10 for naked areas of sandy or gravelly materials; and •• c" 
= 0.20 for naked areas of clayey or INt slig"tly pe1'f1iolls ma
terials. The areas for which sewers are commonly designed are 
partly naked and partly covered, and the co-etlicient for the 
combined area may be obtained by applying these factors to 
the parts and adding them up for the total. 

" McMath's formula is the one in most general use. The 
following tables enable approximate computations to be rapidly 
made:-

Values of cr·'; - .- in McMath '. formula, to be ob
tained sa apreliminat'y to ~ the run-otr from the follow
ing table by 1188 of the identification letters:-
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r TAKEN A8 1'0 INOH PER HoUll, 

P'_II~ 01 Total Area SlAep Avorl«O Flat Very JI'Iat 
c!ov, by &001 and Valu. 

PaYimentL 01 810 .... 810 .... 810p0t1 1110"" 
68 per 11> per 4 &X;: 1&;r 

8&Dd; !)oiL l OIa,y.ylloll. 
( !. 1,000. 1,000. I, I, 

lOll 100 0 '00 2 '03A I 'MB l ' I8C '9001> 
73 70 070 1'1158 )'18C '9001) '688R 
6:1 46 0 '/10 l'18C '900D 'II88E '62311' 
37 28 0 '40 '900\) '&I8E '62.'iF '4000 
26 III 0'30 '&18K '62311' '4000 ':lOOK 
16 1\ 0"23 '112311' '4000 '306H '2331 
10 ... 0 ' 111 '4000 '306K '233[ ·178.T 

1\ ... 0'14 '306R '2331 '178.T 'I35K 
0 ... 0 ' 10 '233 [ '178J 'I3/iK 'IOOL 

= ~ ~ ~ ~--

RUlf-O".,. IN CUBIC FKK'r PBR SBCOND PER ACRB CORRBSPONDING 

TO DATA OF PR&C&DlNG TABLB, 

A of __ __ An. f VallIO I IDIIIITIPICATION LnT ... AXD OO.k"I'O~DI"O No ........ 

A~ VA A I n I c I D \ E I .' I 0 I H \ I 1 J I K\ L 

, 
2'03 1'66 1-18 '900 '688 1'613 '400 -306 '233 ' 118 \ -135 ' 100 

60 :l'1I1 '1121 '109 '638 ' 411 '313 -240 '182 '138 ' 106 '080 -062 -046 
70 2'3. '866 '662 '602 -:186 '296 -222 ' 171 '131 '098 '076 '058 '043 

100 :l'61 '807 '616 '469 '360 273 '201 '160 120 '091 -069 '065 -040 
160 2'72 '746 '667 '433 '331 '251 -193 '146 '113 084 ' 01)6 '0" I '037 
200 2811 '702 '636 '407 -313 '236 -182 -138 106 '080 '062 -04; '035 
300 3'13 '641 '486 '3~8 ' 257 218 '167 127 '098 '073 '068 '044 '032 
500 3'46 '686 'H7 '3U '268 196 ' 163 '116 '0117 '066 '051 -04" '028 
700 371 -546 ,&18 '316 '244 '186 '142 '109 '084 '062 -047 '036 -027 

1,000 He '609 ' 381) '21)5 '226 ' 171 ' 131 ' 102 '076 '058 '044 '034 1}25 
1,600 4'32 '461) '360 '27~ '207 ' 160 ' 120 '091 ' -061) -01i6 '041 '031 '023 
2,000 4'67 '444 338 '268 '198 ' 149 '113 '087 '066 '051 039 '029 '022 
3,000 4" -407 '313 '236 '182 138 ' 106 '080 '062 ' 047 '036 '026 '020 
6,000 6-4\) '371 '280 -2161'164 '124 '01)6 -073 -066 '044 '033 -026 -018 
7,000 6'88 '348 '288 ':l00 ' 163 116 '01)1 'O6!1 -061 040 '021) '022 -017 

10.000 6'31 -320 -244 -186 '1 42 101) '084 '062 '047 '036 -028 '021 -016 

•• To use tables. select ., c" to suit ease from first table; also, 
on same line, value and letter under suitable slope column, 
Then, in second table on line of nearest area, find value in 
column under that letter, MUltiply this value by area in 
acres, and by rainfall in inches per hour; the product will be 
the required volume to be provided for, Tu ruult i8 only 
f'OVglUy opprozimat" ond is to b, occ,ptsd witl counon." 

Col. W. E, Cutabaw, City Engineer of Richmond, Va., 
makes the following remarks respecting run-01f formulae:-

., The run-olf depends on such conditions that the variations 
of formulae, as wt"ll as the difficulties of applying them to small 
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city areas and to large country areas alike, make the applica
tions unsatisfactory. The same imperviousness of surface and 
the same degree of saturation will not obtain for like areas j 
and the surface slope varies to such an extent with the roll
ing features of the country that the constants introduced into 
all these formulae are difficult to settle upon, even after com
parisons with extended ob8t'rvations of rainfalls and channel 
discharges. 

"Formulae now applying approximately well for city areas 
do not apply to country areas, where the storm discharges are 
carried off by creeks and rivers. 

"The best formulae now used seem to be baaed on variable 
areas, variable slopes, and variable rainfalls j the powers, roots 
and constants used in cach giving it its special merit. 

"Even with the three best formulae--Hawksley's, McMath's 
and Burkli-Ziegler's-it will be noticed giv(' curves for small 
areas (under five acres), showing more rUD-off than rainfall j 
and yet Burkli-Ziegler's and McMath's are more generally 
used, because of a better agreement with observed run-off from 
areas, say above 50 or 60 acres. None of these formulae , and 
still worse, none of the various flood-discharge formulae, are 
satisfactory in very large country areas." 

The following table was prepared by Mr. Roe from results 
of reliable observations extending over a period of 20 years, as 
ascertained in the Holborn and Finsbury districts. IJondOD. 

Quantity of paved or covered surface, from which circular 
sewers, with junctions properly connected. will convey away the 
water from a fall of rain of one inch in one hour. 

DIameter of PI~ .nd ~ ... r" in incbre. 
O~.n~ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~ ____ __ 

!4 1~1 1S 68 1 ~ 1 7! \Ie I lOS I Il!O 

A ... of C.",hmrnt I" Aern. 

LeyeL 181 871 ItO m 570 I .O!O I •• th 1,1160 UU 6.~ 7.800 10,100 
ID. tt.. 

6,!!aO I lin 10) 41 T6 lSi - Il1O 1,117 I ,~~ a,()!lI 4.41.\ S.IOO 10.760 
IID~ 

• in .0) 6U 81 160 Ia6 7. .,318 ~,t"'..5 3,600 6,100 7.176 
1 11,660 

11,400 Itn!40 

tin 10} IU lOS \leO 1,_ 1,176 4,600 6.676 8,r6O 16,110 liD .eo a 4eD 11.100 

·liiD):' 71 141 !IT 610 I ,too !,I~ ••• 00 6.- ;,810 11,060 

1 '4
•
700 

18,015 , 
16 In 10} eo 115 tI5 r.o 1.- !,4M I 4,m ,,126 

I In 10 

I .. 101 III I. 118 110 1.600 1,87' 1 4,660 ; •• 16 • ID eo I 
= 
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It i pointed out that the above table is only applicable to 
the combined ystem, in which the whole of the rainfall is ad
mitted to the sewe . That is, otherwise the provision made will 
be exc ive. 

Although the above table includes provision for sewage, I 
include it as being of value for reference j but it would not be 
wise to make double provision for two inches of rainfall per 
hour, for volume of sewage would not be increased, and the 
probable volume i not stated. 

Whatever method is followed in the design of drains, it 
is necessary to assume some maximum precipitation for which 
the y tem will be designed, and then, from local conditions. 
estimate the run-off to be cared for by the drain or sewers. 

BALCOMB'S METHOD. 

A method of determining the run-off and size of sewers has 
been developed by Mr. J. B. Balcomb for Kansas City, Mo.-:-

e e According to hi system, the term e e sewer length" is the 
time required for water to flow through sewer. Where grades 
are fairly teep, time intervals for main, branch and lateral 
sewers may be tentatively assumed at forty, twenty and ten 
minutes. For citi having practically Bat streets, the periods 
may easily be sixty, thirty and fifteen minutes, or in extreme 
cases. two hours, one hour, and half an hour, unl wers are 
very "short. 

e e The time periods depend on both absolute and relative 
length of the different sewers, as well as On the general shape 
of a city' typical rain curve . 

.. It is now pretty general~ admitted that no general arrange
ment of co-eftlcients is p ible which shall take into account 
all of the varying conditions and at the same time be sufficiently 
simple in its application j at least, that such efforts can only be 
a partial ucc until much more data has been secured from 

hieb deductions may be made . 
.. fr. Balcomb has attempted to devise a stem between 

dl two cases. 
e e He also considers it nec ry to d . go smaller sewers oc-

casionally, and thus permit flooding of city where funds must 
be considered. 

e e Thus. Columbus, Ohio, would build for 4in. if maximwa 
intensity of rainfall ere allo ed for; t. La . and Milwaukee 

ould build for 5in. if maximum inte .~ of rainfall were al-
10 ed for; Kansas City would build for 7m. if maximum inten-

• 
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lity of rainfall were allowed for. 'l'hese rates were reached 
during.ten years, as averaged for ten, twenty and forty minutes 
respectIvely. 

The variation in intensity of rainfall varies greatly. In 
Shreeveport, being about 5% for 40 minutes. 
Kansas City and Topeka 15% " 
St. Louis .. .. .. .. .. 40% ,. 

"Whatever method is used in computing the required ca
pacities, it is necessary either directly or indirectly to decide 
how frequently a city can afford to have its Btorm drainB Booded 
rather than to build them larger, and by so doing further in
crease its burden of debt and expenditure. 

"Perviousness of ground should be rec!...",ned in incheB per 
hour, not in percentage of rainfall, for a soil will absorb as 
much water whatever the rate of fall. Even from paved sur
faces the run-off never equals the total precipitation. 

"Balcomb adopts for Kansas a rate per hour of O.50in. ab
sorption for paved Burfaces at start of storm, decreasing t<> 
0.25in. in 15 mins., and to 0 in 60 mins; 0.75in. for lawnB and 
grassed surfaces, decreasing to 0.50in. in 30 mins., and to 0 in 
120 mins.; 1.00in. for gardens and barren soils, decreasin~ 1<> 
0.75in. in 30 mins., and to 0 in 120 mms. The time reqwred 
for surface saturation depends on distance to catch-basin and 
mean slope of surface. For Kansas City, over paved surfaces, 
velocity of Bow was assumed = 200 feet per minute for 5% 
slope. For unpaved surfaces = 100 feet per minute for 5% 
slope. 

. "For Kansas City, three typical areas were adopted:-(l) 
having 20% paved surface, two-thirds remainder barren, one
third lawn; (2) having 50% paved surface, one-half remainder 
barren, one-half lawn; (3) having 80% paved surface, one-third 
remainder barren, two-thirds lawn. These areas give one, two 
and three blocks of 330ft. x 660ft. as respective distances, which 
require five minutes with 5% slope . 

• , Absence of reliable data as to rainfall is the most serious 
difficulty to be encountered, and Mr. Balcomb 'B method is only 
possible when reliable recOrdB have been kept of intenBities of 
rainfall at five minutes intervals." 

One must admit that Mr. Balcomb has devised a very elabor
ate method 88 well 88 one ~ of comprehension and carry
ing out, provided the data are available. At the same time, one 
cannot help reBecting on thf! intensities of absorption adopted, 
paved surfaces starting at 0.5 inch and ending up saturated in 
one hour; while gardens and barren lOils start at 1.0 inch and 
end with saturation in two hours. The rate of Bow adopted 
for 5% slope is 200 feet per minute for paved surfaces and 100 
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feet per minute for unpaved surfaces. Therefore, the average 
distance within which a torm of one hour duration in the first 
case, and two hours in the second, would cause saturation of 
entire surface, is 12.000 feet in each case. And after satura
tion of uch areas, if the storm continued for one hour and two 
hours in the respective cases, a flood flow might be expected un
der conditions of no loss. That is, the maximum rate of run
off might be expected for a storm of two hours' duration in 
the case of paved surface, and four hours in the case of un
paved surfaces. To my mind, the adoption of any such values 
for absorption, especially for small areas, is always faced with 
the above difficulty. and I see little use in their adoption at 
all, unl they are greater than can be satisfied by a rainfall 
of any experienced duration and intensity. Even then, their 
inclusion is of doubtful value. 

ANALYTICAL METHOD. 

Extract from Messrs. Gummow, Forrest's catalogue:

HYDROGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS. 

The quantity of rainwater to be carried off depends not 
only on the quantity of rain falling on a given area, but also 
on the shape, extent. slope and condition of its surface. Under 
the term "rainfall" we have to distinguish between intensity, 
duration and frequency. From experience we know that dura
tion and frequency stand in indirect relation to the intensity 
of the rain. The heaviest downpours only last minutes. 

As intensity, duration and frequency are varying factors 
according to the geographical position, it is necessary to obtain 
these data for the district in question when contemplating im
portant Drainage Work. 

To lend the utmost comprehensibility to· this information, 
the data should be graphically reproduced on the following 
lines:-

1. The rainfall in inches as ordinates and the time in 
minut as abscisse. 

2. The rainfall in inches as ordinates and the time in 
hours as abaci 

3. The rate of rainfall in inch per hour as ordinates 
and the time in minutes as abaci 

By means of 1 and 2 we are enabled to determine the rain
fall curve, by means of 3 the intensity curve of the district. 

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 represent the graphical reproduction of 
the rain data for ydney, with the rain curve and inteDsity 
curve produced therein respectively. 
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For economic reasons these curves must be based more on 
lines of frequency than extremes and isolated record falls ex
cluded. Having the rain data thus prepared to hand we must 
decide hich rainfall is the critical one for the whole and, if 
D , for portion of the area in question On the following 
baaia:-

A city area nec itates inclusion of lill the rain records 
within the intensity curve on account of the damage to pro
perty which may otherwise result. A suburban area may be 
dealt with on I severe lines, say the severest rainfall per hour. 
An agricultural area may be dealt with on a basis of an aver
.age rainfall for an extended period of rain. 

RELATION BltTWBEN RA.INFALL AND RUN-OFF. 
Only a portion of the rain falling on a given area reaches 

the conduit, the rest is either absorbed or evaporated. • 
From 0 ervations conducted in many parts, the following 

-table h been prepared wherein, according to the COIldition of 
the surface of an area. the value of the rain flowing therefrom 
is apr a a co-efticient of R, the quantity of rain falling 
thereon, generally called the II Co-efticient of Run-oft." 

Ueecriptioo of Drainage Area 

Old Ci'y A ..... cllMely built. oYer . __ 
N.wCi'yA ..... 
A ..... 1_ clOMly built. oYer, .uburbe and Up· Country Town. ___ ___ ._ _ __ _ _ __ 

Villa uburba _ . 

Clear Bulldinl AnN 
Parka, Gard ta, Gruinl alld AariCl11tu~ Land. F_, Land, __ _ 

Coefficient. of Run·oft' 
erpreaed .. coefficient. 

of R 

0-8 
0'6 

0-. t.o 0'15 
0-3 t.o 0-. 

0'2 
0'115 
0'1 

At the beginning of a period of rain only the area immedi
ately adjoining a given point of the conduit delivers ~ter to 
same, later on further areas contribute, and, with sufficient dura
tion, the whole of the drainage area ituated above th' point. 

To tudy thi varied condition in regard to the amount of 
ter ing through a conduit, we require to know the time 

which the ater tak to p through the conduit, and, by 
eliminating the time the rainwater tak to reach the conduit, 

the time of ping by T = t + + 
the duration of rainfall in onds, 

" to " length of the conduit in feet, .. v .. " velocity of the water in the 
conduit in feet per 
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Two conditions present themselves:-
1. The duration of rainfall i shorter than the time of 

p ge, that i ~ is greater than t , in which 

case only the run-off of a portion of the drainage 
area can p simultaneously through the lower end 
of the conduit. 

2. The duration of rainfall is longer than the time of 

passage, that is, + is smaller than t, in which 

case the run-off of the whole of the drainage area 
must pass simultaneously through the lower end of 
the conduit. 

The quantity of water to be provided for for points lower 
down the conduit is, therefore, not only dependent on the in
tensity; but also on the duration of the rain and the velocity 
of the water in the conduits. 

This consideration is of the greatest importance when deal
ing with city areas, which nec itate the inclusion of all the 
rain records within the intensity curve. 

To determine the quantity of water to be provided for at 
any point of the conduit by means of a co-efficient of reduc
tion or retardation, as a.dvocated by Burkli-Ziegler, 
Brix and others, is not to be commended, as the 
IQin features of the run-off, viz., the extent and shape of the 
drainage area and the velocity in the conduit are thereby en
tirely neglected. The most accurate results are obtained by di
viding the drainage area into sub-areas in accordance with the 
direct service rendered by the branch and main conduits, fixing 
for each such area the run-off co-effieient of the rain falling there
on and calculating each section of the conduit according to:-

1. The quantity of water delivered from the areas above 
in cubic feet per second. 

2. The quantity of water in cubic feet per second de
livered to the conduit from the adjoining area in 
accordance with the intensity, duration and run-off 
fixed for same. 

3. The length of conduit. 
4. The velocity of water in the conduit. 

--.. - - - _. ~40-· .. · · ----1-130''-- -- - ._--- . -/J80.!-- _ .. --i.130·I':3~JJO'''' 
I I • 

o 7' 
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EXAMPLE. 

certain city area of the shape and dimensions shown in 
Fig. 7 is to be provided with a system of stormwater channels. 
The positions of these are indicated by 1, 3, 5 and 7 as sections 
of the main channel, and 2, 4 and 6 as branch channels, while 
the 8UlH:irainage areas served by them are hatched di1ferently 
for better distinction and named by their respective numbers. 

To determine the maximum size of the channels, we make 
an examination under each of the two conditions presenting 
themselves for shorter and longer durations of rainfall, viz:-

1. The duration of rainfall is shorter than the time of 
passage. 

2. The duration of rainfall is longer than the time of 
passage. 

ELUlINATION UNDER CONDITI()N 1. 

Let the drainage area be subject to a rainfall at the rate 
of five inches per hour extending over twelve minutes equal to 
5.0416 cubic feet per second per acre. 

The sub-areas consist partly of old city areas closely built 
over and partly new city areas with a run-off of 0.8 and 0.6 
respectively of the quantity of rain falling thereon, amounting 
for the former to O. X 5.0416 = 4.033 cubic feet per second 
per acre, and for the latter to 0.6 X 5.0416 = 3.025 cubic feet 
per econd per acre. 

Tht: acreages of the sub-areas are--

.A. 1 =1980x330=663,.00 sq. feet... . .. =15'00 a.c. Old City Area 

.A. 2= 1980x330+496x330= 816,760 sq ft.=18·7~.... .. .. 
B A. 3=1980x330+16~x330= 707, 60 .. =16'26.. .. .. .. 
B.A . • =1980x330+49~x330= 816,760 .. =18'75 .. New.. .. 

A.6=4620XS30+826x660=2,069,100 .. = ·&7 '6 .. .. .. .. 

116'26 Acres 

The run-off of the sub-areas amounts to-
. 1 = 15 x 4'033 = 60 '~ cubic feet per l8C()lJd. 

·A. 2 = I '76 x 4'033 = 7~ ·62~.. ".. .. 
·A. 3 = 16'2~ x 4'033 = 6~'~4 .. .... .. 
·A. 4 = 1 ·76 x 3-o2~ = 66'72 .. 
·A. 6 = 47 '6 )( 3-o2~ = 143 69 .. 

.. " .. .. 

.. It 

.. .. 

.. 
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We shall now determine the maximum quantity of rain
water which each channel or portion thereof will have to dis
charge, and, to simplify matters, we shall eliminate the time of 
run-01f. 

MAIN CHANNEL, SECTION l. 

The duration of the rainfall being 12 minutes = 720 
8OO0nds, the rainwater entering at the head of Section 1 at 
A will have covered, on completion of that period, with an aver
age velocity of 3 lineal feet per second, a' distance of 
720 X 3 = 2,160 lineal feet. As the length of Section 1 is 
only 1,980 lineal feet, the profile of same above point X must be 
capable of discharging the whole of the run-off of sub-area S.A. 
1 - 60.5 cubic feet per second. 

BRANOH CHANNEL 2. 

This branch channel has a length of 2,310 lineal feet, and 
the raiuwater entering at the head of same at point B will 
have covered, on completion of the period of rainfall, with an 
average velocity of 2.5 lineal feet per second, a distance of 
720 X 2.5 = 1,800 lineal feet and reached a point C which 
lies 510 feet above junction X. The water accumulated dur-
. tho be' th if f 1875 610 x 330 mg 18 passage, mg e run-o 0 . - 43660 

= 14.89 acres and amounting ' to 14.89 X 4.033 = 60.05 cubic 
feet per second, forms the maximum amount to be discharged 
by Branch Channel 2. 

)'IAIN CHANNEL, SECTION 3. 

The waters of Branch Channel 2, in order to reach junc
tion X from C, will have to cover a distance of 510 lineal 
feet which occupies with a velocity of 2.5 lineal feet per second 

:.~O = 204 seconds. During this interval Section 1 of 

the main channel, with a velocity of 3 lineal feet per sec
ond, will have discharged the waters for a length of 204 X 3 
=612 lineal feet up to point D, leaving a balance of sub-drain-

612 x 380 . 
age area S.A. 1 of 15 - 43660 .... 10.36 acres stIll con-

tributing with a maximum run-oif of 10.36 X 4.033 = 41.78 
cubic feet per second. The total quantity of water reaching 
junction X simultaneously from points C and D is, therefore, 
41.78 + 60.05 = 101.83 cubic feet per second, and provision 
must be made for this amount below point X. The watera 
draining directly into Section 3 of the main channel do not 
come into COllJlideration as, in the interval between the stop
page of the rainfall and the time when the waters reach the 
junction X, viz., 204 seconds, the run-otr from sub-area S.A. 3 


